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Molybdenum effects on the stability of passive films unraveled
at the nanometer and atomic scales
Vincent Maurice 1✉ and Philippe Marcus 1✉

Data recently obtained on model FeCrNi(Mo), 316 L stainless steel, and FeCrNiCo(Mo) passivated surfaces by advanced surface
analysis and density functional theory modeling are comprehensively discussed to unravel the multiple effects that molybdenum
might have at the nanometer and atomic scales to enhance the stability of passive films. The key role played on corrosion
protection by the compositional and structural nanoscale defects of the passive film that originate from the pre-passivation
mechanisms of the surface is considered. It is shown how Mo, enriched together with Cr in the nanometer-thick passive film, can
combine several effects to enhance the resistance to Cl--induced passivity breakdown. Enriched as Mo(VI) species in the outer
exchange layer of the passive film, Mo impedes the deep penetration of Cl- ions and limits their access to the inner barrier layer.
Dispersed as Mo(IV) at the interface with the inner layer, Mo protects against the entry of Cl- ions into the defect sites of the Cr(III)
oxide barrier. Present as Mo(IV+ δ) in the Fe-rich compositional nanoscale defects self-generated by the local failure of Cr supply
upon initial formation of the barrier layer, Mo enhances the selective dissolution of iron and its replacement by chromium and
molybdenum. By impeding the formation of O vacancies, Mo also increases the resistance against chloride entry in the oxide
matrix, thereby curing these the Fe-rich weak sites against Cl--induced passivity breakdown.
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INTRODUCTION
Passivity is the best of all means of corrosion protection of metals
and alloys components in service conditions1–7. However, the
presence of aggressive anions such as chloride ions in the
environment can trigger the initiation of localized corrosion and
thereby limit the durability of the self-protection property of the
metallic substrate8–14.
On stainless steels (SS) and Ni-based stainless alloys, chromium

is the key alloying element added to obtain corrosion protection
by passivity. Chromium is enriched in the passive film15–25, and it
is protective owing to the formation of Cr(III) oxidized species with
extremely low dissolution kinetic26. Compared to air-formed
native oxide films, chromium (and molybdenum for Mo-bearing
alloys) is further enriched in the passive oxide film when the alloy
substrate is immersed in acidic and near-neutral aqueous
environments due to the faster dissolution of iron species in the
electrolyte16,19,20,22,27,28. Anodic passivation causes re-growth and
dehydrogenation of the oxide film when compared to open circuit
(i.e., free) potential conditions22,23. The passive oxide films are 1 to
3 nm-thick, depending on alloy composition and passivation
conditions20–22,24,29,30. Thinning or thickening can also be
observed after passivation, depending on the competition
between the rates of oxide dissolution and oxide re-growth22–24.
The alloy close to the metal/oxide interface exhibits a modified
composition, resulting from the preferential oxidation of elements
such as chromium31 with higher affinity to oxygen during oxide
film formation and leading to enrichment in metallic nickel under
the oxide layer in Fe-based austenitic alloys17,21,22,24,32.
In many of the surface analytical studies of passivated stainless

steels and alloys, the stratified structure of the nanometer-thick
passive film could be characterized. It is described by a bilayer
model21,22,24,28,29. The inner layer forms a dense oxide barrier
highly enriched in Cr(III) oxide, limiting atomic transport across the

interface and thus giving the alloy its high corrosion resistance.
The outer layer, viewed as the exchange layer with the electrolyte,
can contain Cr(III) hydroxide, Fe(II,III) oxide/hydroxide, Ni(II)
hydroxide, and Mo(IV,VI) oxide species depending on the alloy
composition21–24,28–30. Since the formation of oxide is usually
faster compared to cation diffusion, the possible occurrence of a
non-equilibrium solute capture has been suggested33–35, defined
as a non-stoichiometric Cr(III) oxide matrix in which Ni2+, Fe2+ as
well as Mo4+ cations would be captured.
In addition to chromium, molybdenum is the other key alloying

element added in stainless alloys for improving the corrosion
resistance. Other elements such as N can also be added36,37. Mo
added in stainless steel can enhance significantly the resistance to
pitting, crevice and stress corrosion38. For 316 L and 304 L austenitic
stainless steels of quite similar composition, the 2 at. % Mo added in
grade 316 L markedly improve the resistance to chloride-induced
pitting corrosion39, and it has been shown that 1.5 at. % Mo added in
FeCrNi alloys can decrease the active dissolution rate in HCl aqueous
solution by a factor of 5 to 1040,41. Besides, sodium molybdate is also
widely used as a corrosion inhibitor42–44, and it has been argued that
adding molybdenum to stainless steels would be like adding a
molybdate inhibitor to the solution45,46.
Despite many studies, the exact role that molybdenum plays in

stabilizing passivity is still debated. Some authors say that it aids in
preventing the breakdown of the passive film in the first
place39,47–49, while for others molybdenum would reduce active
dissolution after passivity breakdown and thus promote the self-
repair of the oxide film40,50–54. These mechanisms may act solely
or concurrently to conduce to the enhancive effect of Mo on
corrosion resistance depending on how advanced is the localized
corrosion process14,55.
The view that Mo mitigates passivity breakdown is supported

by results showing that Mo species impede the penetration of
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aggressive ions such as Cl- into the oxide film. Indeed, Mo(IV,VI)
and Cr(III) oxide species are found to be concentrated mostly in
the outer exchange and inner barrier layers of the duplex passive
film, respectively21–24,28–30,56,57, and the penetration of Cl- can be
limited to only the outmost part of the oxide film57. Also, Cl−-
incorporated islands were reported to form on the surface of 316 L
SS with no Cl− penetration underneath after immersion in NaCl
aqueous solution, while no islands but pits were formed on 304 L
SS immersed in the same solution58. Besides, the presence of Mo
oxides on the surface would prevent the outward diffusion of Cr to
the oxide surface59, thus preventing the voiding mechanisms
proposed as one route leading to passivity breakdown8–13. Mo
oxides would also suppress the passive film dissolution60, which is
another route that can lead to passivity breakdown8–13.
In support of the view that Mo promotes self-repair, it has been

argued that, although a certain amount of Cr is necessary to
ensure the beneficial effect of Mo in increasing the corrosion
resistance30, the Mo surface coverage on FeCrMo alloy is small and
yet active dissolution is markedly decreased40,41. On Ni-based
alloy surfaces, it was observed that Mo enriches at the surface in
the transpassive range, and redissolves when the potential is
returned to the passive range, suggesting that Mo dissolution/
precipitation could play an important role in the breakdown/
repassivation process61, possibly involving the formation of
molybdates55.
Herein, we comprehensively discuss data recently obtained on

FeCrNi(Mo) model alloy, on 316 L stainless steel, and on Cr- and
Mo-bearing multi-principal element alloy (MPEA) passivated
surfaces using scanning tunneling microscopy (STM), X-Ray
photoemission spectroscopy (XPS) and time-of-flight secondary
ion mass spectrometry (ToF-SIMS). The discussion highlights the
key role played on corrosion protection by the compositional and
structural defects of the passive film that originate from the pre-
passivation mechanisms of the surface. Data obtained from
density functional theory (DFT) modeling are also included in
the discussion as they contribute to unravel the multiple effects
that molybdenum might have at the nanometer and atomic scales
to enhance the stability of passive films.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Fe-rich nanoscale defects in Cr oxide barrier layers
The detailed mechanisms by which an oxide film initially forms on
a metal substrate until complete surface saturation, i.e., how the
surface pre-passivates, can determine the corrosion protection
properties of the substrate in its later life. However, for reactive
materials such as Fe- or Ni-based stainless alloys, the formation of
the native oxide layer is so fast that extremely well-controlled
conditions of exposure to the oxidizing environment are required
to be able to time-resolve the transition of the surface state from
oxide-free to native oxide-covered. On austenitic stainless steel,
this was achieved by applying a surface science approach in which
a model single crystalline surface, FeCrNi(100), was first cleaned
from any residual traces of surface oxide and contamination in
ultra-high vacuum (UHV) and then exposed stepwise to gaseous
oxygen at ultra-low pressure until saturation of the oxide growth.
In situ chemical and structural surface analysis by XPS and STM
was applied at each step, including to verify initial surface
cleanliness and structure after preparation62–64. The work pro-
vided direct evidence that the surface oxide film contains
nanoscale heterogeneities of composition and structure, even
when grown on a substrate of well-controlled crystallographic
orientation and free of emergent microstructure defects, owing to
the mechanisms of local supply of chromium (Fig. 1).
In the ultra-early stage of oxidation (which would correspond to

a few nanoseconds at atmospheric pressure), local nucleation of
chromium oxide was observed at the step edges62,63 at moderate

temperature (250 °C). Chromium is supplied by atomic pumping
from the terraces to the step edges for formation of Cr(III)-rich
oxide nuclei, via a Cr surface diffusion process involving surface
vacancies. With ongoing exposure to oxygen, the formation of Fe-
rich oxide nuclei is favored at locations adjacent to the step edges,
where Cr was locally depleted owing to its initial consumption to
form chromium oxide nuclei. Subsequently, a Cr(III)-rich layer
nearly saturating the surface is formed, involving Cr (and Fe)
transport from the metallic planes below the oxide. However,
nearby the step edges, three-dimensional Fe-rich oxide islands,
initiated owing to local depletion of Cr, continue to grow.
At room temperature64, nucleation of Fe oxide occurs at the

defect sites on the terraces while Cr(III) oxide nucleation occurs at
the step edges. With ongoing exposure to oxygen, the oxide
nuclei grow to grain size of up to 2–3 nm and in density until
saturation of the surface by a nanogranular film homogeneously
covering the substrate terraces and step edges. Oxide nuclei and
nanograins develop no well-ordered structure, unlike at higher
temperature (250 °C) where crystalline films are formed. A Cr(III)-
rich oxide film is formed at saturation with a Cr(III) to Fe(II/III) ratio
depending on the local supply of metallic Cr and Fe during
nucleation and growth and resulting in compositional hetero-
geneity at the nanoscale of the granular morphology. At 250 °C,
the compositional heterogeneity of the surface oxide is less
densified at the nanoscale owing to the higher temperature
promoting atomic transport and thus the space separation of the
formation of oxide nuclei enriched in either of the elements.
Regardless of the temperature, nickel does not enter the
composition of the grown oxide films.
To our knowledge, no similar local analysis of the nucleation

and growth mechanisms has been conducted with model single-
crystal surfaces of Mo-bearing stainless steel. However, in situ XPS
analysis of the nucleation and growth process on (100)-oriented
FeCrNiMo single-crystal surfaces using the same approach
revealed that initial oxidation of molybdenum occurs after
chromium and iron have already begun to oxidize and confirmed
that no nickel was found in an oxidized form within the oxide
film65. From angular XPS analysis, in which the relative intensities
of the species are measured at varying take-off angle of the
photoelectrons, thus varying the depth sensitivity of the collected
information, Cr(III) and Fe(II) were found enriched closer to the
modified alloy–oxide interface with Fe(III) found predominantly at
the outer part of the film. Oxidized molybdenum was found as
both Mo(IV) and Mo(VI).
Despite the unknown, and yet to be studied, effects of water

vapor on the nucleation and growth process, these studies
performed on model stainless steel surfaces allow us to better
understand the nature and the mechanisms of formation of native
surface oxides. They provide us a nanoscale insight that needs to
be considered to discuss the impact of the local chemical and
structural defects self-generated by the initial oxidation process
on the corrosion protection and the initiation of localized
corrosion. Indeed, based on this insight, passivity breakdown
can be expected in the least Cr(III)-enriched regions of the
protective surface oxide, i.e., the Fe-rich defect sites in the passive
film, and self-repair can be expected to be ineffective in the
metallic surface regions depleted in Cr.

Passivation-induced alterations of native oxide films
Corrosion being observed in water-containing environments, it is
a prerequisite to study the alterations of the oxide film initially
formed on the surface when exposed to an aqueous electrolyte.
This can be done by controlling the initial oxidation conditions
and then exposing the native oxide-covered surface to the
electrolyte of interest at open circuit potential (OCP) to investigate
the naturally formed passive film. Additionally, the interface can
be polarized in the passive range to study the alterations brought
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by anodic polarization. In order to limit the possible artefacts
brought by ex situ transfer for surface analysis, a closed system,
with direct transfer avoiding exposure to ambient air between
UHV analytical platform for surface preparation and analysis and
Ar-filled chamber or glove box equipped for electrochemical
treatment and measurement can be used6,15,20,22,23,25. Alterna-
tively, in situ conditions can be studied with specifically-designed
electrochemical cells and using the benefits of synchrotron-
emitted photons for surface analysis, e.g., by near-ambient XPS66.
Using the first approach22,23, it has been shown that on a 316 L

SS surface covered by the native oxide spontaneously formed
after mechanical polishing and immersed in sulfuric acid solution
(selected as model chloride-free corrosive aqueous electrolyte),
the passivation mechanism is characterized by faster dissolution of
oxidized iron already occurring at free potential (OCP). The
thickness of the initial native oxide film decreases; however, its
enrichment in Cr(III) and Mo(IV,VI) is promoted, mostly in the
exchange outer hydroxide layer of the duplex structure (Fig. 2).
Anodic polarization in the passive range causes the steady-state
thickness to increase owing to oxide growth less rapidly balanced
by oxide dissolution than at OCP. The inner barrier oxide layer of
the passive film becomes thicker, reflecting the increase of the
enrichment in Cr(III) oxide, while the outer exchange layer is less
Cr(III) hydroxide-rich, but maintains the Mo(IV/VI) enrichment
obtained at OCP. Metallic Mo concentration is unaltered in the
modified alloy region underneath the oxide film compared to the
initial surface state.
On a pre-oxidized surface obtained by exposing the oxide-free

316 L SS surface prepared under UHV to low oxygen pressure at
room temperature23, the oxide film grown at saturation is thinner

than on the native oxide-covered surface due to minimization of
the promoting effect of water on the surface oxidation kinetics
(Fig. 2). The formation of the inner layer is limited to less than one
equivalent monolayer (i.e., not continuous) and the outer layer is
thinner but equally enriched in Mo(IV,VI) than on the native oxide-
covered surface. Mo concentration is unaltered in the modified
alloy region underneath the oxide film. At OCP, faster dissolution
of oxidized iron also promotes the Cr(III) and Mo(IV,VI) enrichment.
However, molybdenum enrichment is markedly increased in the
exchange outer layer compared to the native oxide-covered
surface, which improves the protectiveness against transient
active dissolution during the transition from OCP to anodic
passive state23. Like on the native oxide-covered surface, anodic
passivation increases the steady-state thickness but with higher
Mo-enrichment in the exchange outer layer.
On (100)-oriented FeCrNiMo single-crystal surfaces25, thermal

pre-oxidation at low oxygen pressure and 250 °C was also found to
improve the protectiveness of the surface oxide film during the
OCP-to-anodic passive state transition when compared with the
native oxide formed on the same surface. The thermal oxide film
was found to be enriched in iron which later dissolved into the
acidic electrolyte after being held at OCP, resulting in the
enrichment of chromium and molybdenum in the film like on
316 L SS surfaces. Anodic passivation causes growth of the film
and favors dehydrogenation of both chromium and molybdenum.
Thermal pre-oxidation at low oxygen pressure promotes the
enrichment of molybdenum in the passive film, albeit not as
significantly when compared to room temperature pre-oxidation
on 316 L SS surfaces. However, it enhances the growth of the
chromium inner oxide layer after anodic passivation, which can be

Fig. 1 Early oxidation mechanisms at the origin of the nanoscale heterogeneity of the surface oxide film grown on austenitic
stainless steel. Cross-section comparative models at room temperature (RT) and 250 °C with height-to-width aspect ratio not to scale.
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expected to influence the transport of ions through the
passive film.
Owing to their local nature and nanometer dimensions, it is

extremely difficult to investigate the fate of the Fe-rich weak sites
of protection initially generated in the barrier layer of the surface
oxide film upon natural passivation at free potential and/or anodic
passivation. However, we can reasonably speculate based on the
insight brought by the studies of the global alterations induced by
passivation. Iron oxides dissolving faster, it can be inferred that the
Fe-rich defect sites of inner barrier layer may dissolve already at
OCP, at least partially. Thereby, their content in iron would
decrease, as well as their density in the inner layer in case of
complete dissolution. Upon re-growth of the oxide film under
anodic polarization, iron in these Fe-rich defect sites of the inner
barrier layer would be replaced mostly by chromium but possibly
also by molybdenum observed to be globally further enriched in
the passive films. While the enrichment in Cr(III) oxide is directly
reflected by the increase in thickness of the barrier layer (assumed
to be 100% Cr(III) oxide in the quantification models), the
enrichment in Mo(IV,VI) species is localized in the outer layer of
these models. However, detailed analysis of the depth distribution
of molybdenum in the protective oxide films shows that it is also
present deeper, in the inner barrier layer in the protective oxide
film as discussed below.

Passivity enhancement by Mo (and Cr) enrichment
Controlling the pre-oxidation conditions appears instrumental to
promote the surface molybdenum enrichment of the initial
surface oxide, as shown on model FeCrNiMo and 316 L SS
surfaces, which can be expected to benefit the sealing properties
of the exchange outer layer of the passive film against the ingress
of aggressive ions. Moreover, the Fe-rich weak sites of the inner
barrier layer would be healed by mostly Cr but also Mo
replacement. Besides, the re-passivation properties of the
modified alloy region after passivity breakdown would not be
altered since molybdenum is not depleted in this region.
Beneficial effects on passivity breakdown and self-repair were

indeed observed on 316 L SS surfaces prepared by a surface
finishing pretreatment of vibratory polishing67. XPS and ToF-SIMS
surface analysis confirmed that the vibratory finishing pretreat-
ment increases the Cr and Mo enrichments in the native oxide
film. As a result, the bilayer structure was characterized by a
thicker Cr(III) oxide inner barrier layer and a more Cr(III) hydroxide-
and Mo(IV,VI) oxide-enriched outer exchange layer than on the
surface prepared by traditional mechanical polishing. Accelerated
testing of the resistance to passivity breakdown and the initiation
of localized corrosion was performed by potentiostatic polariza-
tion in the passive range, first in chloride-free aggressive acidic
electrolyte (0.05 M H2SO4 (aq)) until reaching a quasi-steady-state
of passivity, and then by sequentially increasing the chloride ions
(NaCl) concentration without changing the pH.
Several beneficial effects of the Mo (and Cr) enrichment of the

native oxide-covered surface could thus be highlighted (Fig. 3a).
Vibratory finishing of the surface was found to enhance passivity,
as shown by the lower current density observed in the Cl-free
solution at the active/passive transition and in the near steady-
state of passivity compared to a surface finish by traditional
polishing, which can be assigned to the initial higher Cr
enrichment of the surface. Resistance to chloride-induced
passivity breakdown was also improved, as shown by a lower
frequency of breakdown/self-repair events, i.e., metastable pitting,
observed for the more Mo-rich vibratory polished surface. It can
be noticed that despite being less frequent the metastable events
are of higher amplitude for the vibratory polished alloy implying
that the surface re-passivates despite the possible formation of
larger metastable pits. Furthermore, a higher chloride concentra-
tion was needed to trigger stable pitting/crevice corrosion, and
thus to block the self-repair of passivity on the more Mo-rich
vibratory polished surface. Thus, with such an accelerated test, it
was shown that the initial Mo enrichment of the native oxide-
covered surface can act concurrently to enhance the stability of
the passive state, by increasing the resistance to Cl-induced
breakdown of the passive film, and by mitigating the blocking

Fig. 2 Equivalent thickness (nm) and relative concentration (at. %) of the surface oxide films and modified alloy regions of 316 L SS
surfaces as calculated from XPS data using a bilayer model of photoelectron intensity attenuation. a native oxide-covered surface;
b surface pre-oxidized at ultra-low pressure (ULP) of oxygen sequentially treated at open circuit potential (OCP) and under anodic polarization
(AP) in 0.05 M H2SO4. Reproduced from ref. 23. Copyright owned by authors.
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effect of chloride ions on the re-passivation of the metallic surface
exposed by the passive film breakdown.
These enhancing effects of molybdenum on the passivity of

stainless steel were confirmed by investigating the corrosion
properties of Cr- and Mo-bearing multi-principal element alloys of
higher Mo content than 316 L SS68. Such alloys (Cr25Fe25Co5-
Ni40Mo5, Cr15Fe10Co5Ni60Mo10 in at. %) were designed, processed
and characterized as having a single phase fcc structure that is
maintained while varying their relatively high content in Cr and
Mo. It was confirmed by ToF-SIMS and XPS surface analysis that
the native oxide films had a bilayer structure with the inner barrier
layer mostly consisting of Cr(III) oxide, and the outer exchange
layer containing Cr(III) hydroxide, Fe(II,III) oxide/hydroxide and
Ni(II) hydroxide69. As detailed further on, Mo was enriched as
Mo(IV,VI) oxide species, and mostly concentrated in the outer
layer, like on stainless steel.
Submitted to the same type of accelerated corrosion test as

316 L SS (Fig. 3b), the beneficial effect of Cr in enhancing passivity
was confirmed, as observed by the near steady-state passive
currents decreasing in the Cl-free solution with increasing Cr
content in the substrate. For an Mo-free MPEA (Cr35Fe20Co5Ni40),
Cl-induced metastable pitting was followed by the initiation of

localized corrosion despite the high content of the alloy in Cr (35
at. %). In contrast, for both Mo-bearing MPEAs, no passivity
breakdown/self-repair events were observed as well as no
initiation of localized corrosion, even for a chloride concentration
as high as 4.7 M. Like in Cl-free solution, the near steady-state
passive currents were even observed to continuously decrease
with time, showing no Cl-induced degradation of the
passive state.
To understand the absence of effect of chloride ions on

passivated Mo-bearing MPEAs, the questions that arise are
whether the Cl- ions of the concentrated aggressive environment
in these tests interact with the passivated surface or not, and, if
yes, how deep they penetrate the protective oxide films. This was
answered by applying ToF-SIMS to characterize the depth
distribution of Cl from the outer surface of the passive film to
the modified alloy region underneath (Fig. 4)70. Indeed, the Cl-

ions were found to interact with the passivated surface and
penetrate the passive film. However, the penetration was limited
to the outer layer of the bilayer structure. In the inner layer, no
penetration was observed for the Cr15Fe10Co5Ni60Mo10 MPEA and
only trace penetration was observed for the Cr25Fe25Co5Ni40Mo5
MPEA in the most severe conditions, i.e., without pre-passivation
of the surface in Cl-free solution. On both alloys, penetration did
not reach the metal substrate. This absence of Cl- penetration until
the interface with the substrate in the most severe tested
conditions, whereas traces access the barrier inner layer, reflects
the curing effect of Mo on the Fe-rich weak sites of the inner
barrier layer.
Comparison of the two alloys shows that increasing the Mo

content in the alloy and its enrichment in the outer layer of the
passive film (about 30 and 17 Mo at. % for Cr15Fe10Co5Ni60Mo10
and Cr25Fe25Co5Ni40Mo5, respectively, as quantified by XPS
analysis) decreases the amount of penetrated chorides (Fig. 4).
Besides, pre-passivation in the Cl-free agressive solution also
contributes to significantly impede the penetration of the
agressive species whereas no compositional changes of the
passive film were observed, which was assigned to a less defective
nanostructure rather than to compositional enhancement of the
passive films70. Hence, Mo can be viewed as having

Fig. 4 In-depth distribution of chloride ions on passivated
Cr15Fe10Co5Ni60Mo10 (MPEA-15Cr10Mo) and Cr25Fe25Co5Ni40Mo5
(MPEA-25Cr5Mo) surfaces as measured by ToF-SIMS. Samples
were passivated in 0.05 M H2SO4+ 4.7 M NaCl at 0.64 V/SHE for 1 h
with (broken line) or without (plain line) pre-passivation in the NaCl-
free electrolyte. The margin of error for the maximum and interface
Cl- signal intensities is smaller than 5%. Adapted from ref. 70.
Copyright owned by authors.

Fig. 3 Accelerated testing of resistance to passivity breakdown
and initiation of localized corrosion. a 316 L SS samples prepared
by traditional polishing (TP) and vibratory polishing (VP);
b Cr15Fe10Co5Ni60Mo10 (MPEA-15Cr10Mo), Cr25Fe25Co5Ni40Mo5
(MPEA-25Cr5Mo) and Cr35Fe20Co5Ni40 (MPEA-35Cr) samples pre-
pared by traditional polishing. Passivation current transients were
recorded in 0.05 M H2SO4(aq) after stabilization at OCP. Samples
were polarized at (a) +0.3 V/SHE and (b) +0.64 V/SHE in the Cl-free
base electrolyte before stepwise increasing the NaCl concentration
as marked. Adapted from references (a)67 and (b)69. Copyright
owned by authors.
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complementary effects. Its enrichment in the outer layer impedes
the deep penetration of the chloride ions, an effect also obtained
by Cl-free pre-passivation. When chlorides access the inner barrier
layer, Mo counteracts their destabilizing effect by improving the
resistance to breakdown of the more susceptible Fe-rich defect
sites.

Localization of Mo in bilayer passive oxide films
ToF-SIMS depth profiling was also applied to investigate the in-
depth distribution of the Mo oxide species in the passive films
formed on such Mo-bearing MPEAs and combined with XPS to
study their nature and concentrations69. As shown on Fig. 5a for
the Cr25Fe25Co5Ni40Mo5 alloy, the depth distributions of the Mo(IV)
and Mo(VI) oxide species are different. The Mo(VI) oxide species,
characterized by the MoO3

- secondary ions, are mostly concen-
trated in the outer layer of the passive film rich in Cr(III) hydroxide
and Fe(II,III) oxide/hydroxide and containing Ni(II) hydroxide. In
contrast, the Mo(IV) oxide species, characterized by the MoO2

-

secondary ions, are more homogeneously distributed in depth,
and even dominate the Mo content in the inner Cr(III) oxide-rich
barrier layer. The peak observed in the outer layer for the MoO2

-

secondary ions may partly result from the fragmentation of the
MoO3

- secondary ions. However, the slower intensity decay of the
MoO2

- secondary ions observed afterwards clearly marks the
predominance of Mo(IV) oxide species when at the onset of the
transition between outer and inner layers. This difference in depth
distribution of the Mo(IV) and Mo(VI) oxide species was also
confirmed for Cr15Fe10Co5Ni60Mo10 alloy surfaces passivated in the
same conditions69.
In addition to Mo(IV) and Mo(VI) oxide species, XPS analysis also

revealed an additional Mo species characterized by a 5/2–3/2
doublet component observed in the Mo 3d core level region at a
binding energy (231.2–234.3 eV) intermediate between those of
the Mo(IV) and Mo(VI) components, at 227.8–231.0 and
232.6–235.7 eV, respectively69. Such an intermediate Mo species
has been previously observed and assigned to hydroxylated
Mo(IV)15,23, Mo(V) oxide28,71,72, or an intrinsic satellite of Mo(IV)
oxide due to final state screening effect73,74. From angular XPS
analysis69, it was observed that the Mo(IV) oxide species were
located deeper than the Mo(VI) oxide species, in agreement with
the Tof-SIMS data (Fig. 5a), and that the intermediate Mo species
were located underneath the Mo(IV) oxide species. The inter-
mediate Mo species observed by XPS could thus be an oxide

species present in the Cr(III) oxide matrix of the inner barrier layer,
including in the Fe-rich defect sites, and carrying a formal charge
higher than +4.
Regarding the concentration of the Mo(IV) oxide species,

quantification of the XPS relative intensities was carried out using
a bilayer model with Mo(IV) assumed to form and interfacial layer
between the outer and inner layers as suggested by the peak of
the MoO2

- secondary ions clearly observed after that of the MoO3
-

secondary ions and before that of the CrO- secondary ions
characteristic for the Cr(III) oxide species (Fig. 5a). This resulted in
equivalent thicknesses of 0.12 nm at the most for the passivated
Cr15Fe10Co5Ni60Mo10 alloy69. This corresponds to only fractions of
one oxide monolayer suggesting that, even if accumulated at this
interface, the Mo(IV) oxide species would not form a dense
monolayer fully covering the inner barrier layer. For the
intermediate Mo species and assuming their location in the Cr(III)
inner barrier layer, their cationic fraction was calculated to be 6
and 19 at. % for the passivated Cr25Fe25Co5Ni40Mo5 and
Cr15Fe10Co5Ni60Mo10 alloys, respectively, which is too high to be
consistent with a doping effect of the Cr(III) oxide matrix of the
inner layer and rather suggests a mixing effect, including at the
Fe-rich oxide defect sites.
The ToF-SIMS depth profiles presented in Fig. 5b supports this

view of the minor presence of mixed XMoOn (X= Cr, Fe, Ni) oxide
species in the inner region of the passive film formed on the
Cr25Fe25Co5Ni40Mo5 alloy. Indeed, an intensity maximum is
observed near the interface with the substrate for XMoO2

- and
XMoO3

- secondary ions that would originate from such parent
mixed species, with the maxima being more intense for the
XMoO2

- secondary ions. The oxidation state of molybdenum
cannot be retrieved from such measurements but this insight is
provided by atomistic DFT simulation as discussed below.

Model of the passive oxide film with defect sites cured by Mo
Figure 6 presents the model of passivated CrFeCoNiMo alloy
surfaces proposed to account for these observations, and
considering the localization of molybdenum at the nanometer
scale. Like on passivated stainless steel surfaces, a bilayer structure
is formed with the outer exchange layer enriched in Cr(III)
hydroxide and containing Fe(II,III) oxide/hydroxide and Ni(II)
hydroxide. Molybdenum is enriched as Mo(VI) oxide in this outer
layer and its major effect is to impede the deep penetration of
chloride ions (Fig. 4), as also observed for stainless steel surfaces57.

Fig. 5 ToF-SIMS elemental in-depth distribution for passivated Cr25Fe25Co5Ni40Mo5 surfaces. Passivation was carried out in NaCl-free
0.05 M H2SO4 + solution at 0.64 V/SHE for 1 h after stabilization at OCP. a Main oxide and hydroxide species constituting the passive films.
Adapted from ref. 69. Copyright owned by authors. bMinor mixed XMoOn (X= Cr, Fe, Ni) oxide species concentrated in the inner layer near the
interface with the MPEA substrate.
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Thus, it contributes to prevent passivity breakdown even in
concentrated NaCl-containing aggressive electrolyte (Fig. 3b).
The inner barrier layer is mostly constituted of Cr(III) oxide like

on passivated stainless steel surfaces. However, compositional and
nanostructural defects are present, originating from the initial
growth of the oxide film (Fig. 1). Compositional defects are Fe-rich
sites, originating from the failure of the local supply of Cr during
the pre-passivation process. Structural defects are mostly inter-
granular boundaries between the nanometer-size oxide grains
produced by the nucleation and growth mechanism of the initial
oxide film. These defects may be partially cured by Cr and Mo
enrichments observed upon passivation in aqueous solution.
However, they may subsist even after reaching a steady-state of
passivity in Cl-free environment. The major effect of the Mo(IV)
species concentrated at the interface between the outer and inner
layers region of the passive film would be to form a (discontin-
uous) layer protecting these local chemical and structural defects.
In this model, Fe-rich defect sites are stabilized by partial
substitution or insertion of Mo cations at the surface, sub-
surface or even in the bulk of their oxide matrix. The DFT
simulation discussed hereafter provided atomic insight on how
substitutional Mo cures the weak sites in the passive film and thus
counteracts the destabilizing effect of chlorides. The intergranular
boundaries joining the oxide nanograins, expected to be
preferential pathways for atomic transport across the protective
inner layer10, could also be cured by Mo preferentially inserted at
these interfaces of the barrier inner layer.

DFT atomistic insights into the role of Mo
Given the complexity of the stratified structure of passivated Cr-
and Mo-bearing alloy surfaces and the relative lack of relevant
structural details at the atomic scale, assumptions for atomistic
modeling must include what appears as the most relevant feature
for corrosion protection. For the systems under consideration
here, it is the inner layer of the passive film that must be modeled,
even though Mo enriched in the outer layer can impede the deep
penetration of chloride ions and thus contribute to stabilize
passivity. Indeed, the inner layer forms a dense barrier that slows
down the atomic transport across the interface and thus
drastically limits the exchange current in the passive state thus
ensuring the corrosion protection9,11,75. Ultimately, this barrier
must breakdown and fail to self-repair for localized corrosion to
initiate8–13. On Fe-based stainless alloys, this inner layer of the
passive film is mostly constituted of Cr(III) oxide but can contain
compositional defects corresponding to Fe-rich sites, in addition
to nanostructural defects. Mo, mostly present as Mo(VI) in the
outer layer, is also present as Mo(IV) at the interface with the inner
layer and possibly as Mo(IV+ δ) in the oxide matrix of the inner
layer as discussed above.

The strategy adopted for atomistic modeling by DFT of the Mo
effects was to build periodic systems of an oxide matrix common
to chromium and iron oxides, at the surface of which a Cr or Fe
atom was substituted by a Mo atom76. The different possible sites
of replacement were investigated as well as the distributions of
charges for the most stable substituted systems. Then, the effects
of substitutional Mo on the formation energy of point defects, Cr
(or Fe) metal vacancies or O vacancies, at the surface of the oxide
matrix were calculated. The corundum structure, common to
chromite (Cr2O3) and hematite (Fe2O3) and terminated by its most
stable (0001) surface, was used for modeling, thus enabling direct
comparison between oxides of the same structure. DFT+ U was
applied for the calculations and all details have been reported in a
recent paper76.
Using this approach, it was shown that, on neutral and vacancy-

free surfaces, substitution by Mo is always exothermic and the
most stable location is in the third metal plane of the (0001)-
oriented surface, i.e., in between the first (topmost) and second O
planes (Fig. 7). Energetically, this substitution is more favored on
Fe2O3 than on Cr2O3 surfaces. Thus, if both Fe-rich and Cr-rich
oxide zones coexist in the inner barrier layer the passive film as
discussed above, DFT simulation suggests that Mo may be locally
more enriched in the Fe-rich oxide zones than in the Cr-rich oxide
zones, which would contribute to cure the Fe-rich weak sites
present in the passive film.
The calculated distributions of Bader and formal charges

showed that, for neutral (uncharged) systems, the charge on the
substitutional Mo is only a little higher than that on the
substituted metal atom so that the substitutional Mo can be
considered as in +3 oxidation state (Fig. 7a). However, for charged
systems, the 1st added positive charge on the Mo-substituted
surface is mainly localized on the substitutional Mo which can be
considered as in +4 oxidation state. While the 2nd added charge
is delocalized, the 3rd added charge is again localized on the
substitutional Mo that can reach an intermediate state between
+4 and +6 (Fig. 7b). Noteworthy, the localization of the 3rd added
charge on the substitutional Mo was only observed on Fe2O3.
Then, the intermediate Mo(IV+ δ) species observed experimen-
tally by XPS may be considered as an indicator of the presence of

Fig. 6 Model of the duplex passive oxide film formed on
CrFeCoNiMo MPEA surfaces. Fe-rich and defect sites of the inner
barrier layer are protected against corrosive attack by the local
enrichment in Mo(IV+ δ) and Mo(IV) oxide species. Adapted from
ref. 69. Copyright owned by authors.

Fig. 7 DFT optimized (0001)-oriented Cr2O3 and Fe2O3 surfaces
with Cr(Fe) substituted by Mo in sub-surface and calculated Bader
and formal charges. a Neutral surfaces relative to the Mo-free
surfaces. b Charged surfaces relative to neutral surfaces. Each point
represents an atomic layer whose nature is indicated by the
background image of the perfect surface according to the [0001]
coordinate. O atoms are in red and metal atoms in gray. Adapted
from ref. 76 with permission from Elsevier.
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Mo-substituted Fe-rich local zones in the inner barrier layer of the
passive film (Fig. 6).
Compared to perfect, unsubstituted surfaces, the energy of

formation of metal vacancies (Cr or Fe) was always calculated
endothermic. However, the presence of substitutional Mo favors
the formation of metal atom vacancies, whereas it disfavors the
formation of O vacancies or Cr(Fe)-O coupled vacancies. The Mo
effect on vacancy formation is also more pronounced on Fe2O3

than on Cr2O3 surfaces. When a metal atom vacancy is created, the
released charge is localized on the substitutional Mo. More charge
is localized on Mo in Fe2O3 than in Cr2O3 defective surfaces, with
the substitutional Mo reaching an oxidation state between +4 and
+6 on Fe2O3 and only +4 on Cr2O3. Then, the intermediate
Mo(IV+ δ) species observed experimentally by XPS could also be
a marker of substitutional Mo present in defective Fe-rich local
zones with cation vacancies.
The calculations for these Mo-substituted defective systems

have implications on how molybdenum could mitigate the
breakdown of the inner barrier layer of the passive film. Since
substitution by Mo decreases the formation energy of Fe
vacancies more significantly than that of Cr vacancies, one can
expect the selective dissolution of Fe to be accelerated, and thus
iron oxide to be replaced by more stable Mo-substituted
chromium oxide in the oxide film. This replacement mechanism
would lead to Cr and Mo enrichment, so here the effect of
molybdenum is an accelerated selective dissolution of iron,
assisted by molybdenum, that would contribute to substitute Fe
in the weak sites of the inner barrier layer of the passive film by
Mo and Cr, thereby improving the resistance to passivity
breakdown.
One of the possible routes leading to passivity breakdown is via

the Cl- ions penetrating the passive oxide films and destabilizing
the inner barrier layer8–13. Most of the Cl- ions interacting with the
passive film would not access the inner barrier layer thanks to the
Mo(VI) oxide species of the outer layer impeding their deep
penetration. Still, deep penetration could occur locally leading to
interaction of the Cl- ions with the inner barrier layer and their
possible penetration in the oxide matrix via O vacancies. However,
DFT simulation suggests that substitution by Mo disfavors the
formation of O vacancies in both chromium and iron oxide
matrices, and more effectively in Fe2O3. This implies that the effect
of substitutional Mo in the Fe-rich defect sites would be to
increase their resistance against chloride entry in the oxide matrix
and thereby Cl-induced passivity breakdown. This effect of
molybdenum would complement the acceleration of the selective
dissolution of iron induced by substitutional Mo and its
replacement by Mo and Cr oxide species, healing the Fe-rich
weak sites.
In summary, this comprehensive review of experimental data

and simulation obtained recently on passivated stainless steel and
Cr-bearing MPEA surfaces by advanced surface analysis and DFT
calculations provides both nanometer-scale and atomic-scale
insights into the understanding of the role of molybdenum in
enhancing the stability of passive films. It shows how Mo, enriched
in the nanometer-thick passive film, can combine several effects
to enhance the resistance to Cl--induced passivity breakdown.
Enriched as Mo(VI) species in the outer exchange layer of the
passive film, Mo acts as a barrier impeding the deep penetration
of Cl- ions and limiting their access to the inner barrier layer.
Dispersed as Mo(IV) at the surface of the inner layer, it protects
against the entry of Cl- ions into the defect sites of the Cr(III) oxide
barrier. In the Fe-rich compositional defects self-generated by the
failure of Cr supply upon initial formation of the barrier layer,
molybdenum enhances the selective dissolution of iron and its
replacement by Cr(III) and Mo(IV+ δ) species. By impeding the
formation of O vacancies, it also increases the resistance against

chloride entry in the oxide matrix, thereby curing the Fe-rich weak
sites that would otherwise be preferential sites for Cl--induced
passivity breakdown.
These combined effects of molybdenum enriched in the

chromium oxide-based passive film are essential for preventing
passivity breakdown in Cl- solutions.
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